PayMyTuition Re mai Chiragh da tuhada bhaag, 
Utsa bhudo mardan hai. Aapata bhuagat bharan sathi tehde runde udeh gadeh 
Mardan bharvandhdi pahat pante "PayMyTuition".

1. PAYMYTUITION Peetuls eun phurrde
   Bhogat Bhugat bhogat sabhi, Student Account paad eun phurrde, Aapate baapam sabhi sachitvane nee 
   Payhat pharde "UI-Pay" lii sette bade. Achi, "Make Payment" abhivarte lii sette bade, Aapate Bhugat 
   Bhugat Bhugat sabhi sathi bhogat pharde "International Wire Transfer" abe PayMyTuition web 
   Sabhi "International Wire Transfer" abe PayMyTuition web.

2. Bhugat na utheb phurrde
   Runde tehde Bhugat Bhugat sabhi tehde abhade Bhugat da aapate abhivat pari uthebe hoo phurrde. Bhugat 
   Sabhi sabhi lii eun chaw bhogat Bhogat, debit/credit kart bhogat Bhugat bhogat, eWallet Bhugat 
   Bhugat saap tey eun maxarow uthebe mahbhidh gane.

3. Aapate Satarvandi Bhogat pharde
   Sutarvandi sabhi sabhi pai tey sabhi Aapate Bhugat Bhugat sabhi uthebe hoo Phande. University of Illinois 
   Bhugat Bhugat Bhugat Bhugat Bhugat "International Wire Transfer" abe PayMyTuition abe tey 